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human difference
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conquest and ideas of 51
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Darwin and understanding of 69
engrained notions of 30–1
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historical perspectives on 84
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in 64
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Human Genome Project 84, 90, 94
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Hume, David 71, 81
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Huxley, Julian 89
Huxley, Thomas 72
Iberians in Latin America, attitudes
of 46
Ibn Khaldun 34
ideological bases for racism and race
221
immigration
Boas’s anthropometric work on
immigrants 85
control and, cultural racism and
113–16, 131
DNA testing, use of 116
illegal immigrants, focus on 115
policy on, legitimisation on basis
of security 116
race and nation in Europe 191,
214–15
restrictions in Latin America, lifting
of 113
tensions created in Europe by
192–4
white and non-white, issues in
Latin America of 136
imperialism
driven power of 59
enslavement and 64
imperial culture, inquisitors and 41
racial thinking and 59
role in Foucault’s analysis of
racism 64
‘impurity’, caste status and 10
Inca empire 38
Incan ideas 48
indentured labour 57
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adoption policy in 125
British and racial theory in 72
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caste system and race in 10
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inferiority, group ranking on basis
of 5
‘infrahumanity’ 16
inheritance and body in Colombia
129–30
institutional presence of race 107,
131
interbreeding in Latin America 38
intergenerational conflicts 201
intermarriage in Europe 200
International HapMap Consortium
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interracial adoption 125–6
interracial sex, prejudices against 120
IQ (Intelligence Quotient) 93
Irish
English attitudes towards 73
linking to Africans 71
Islamic empire 34
black African slavery, justification
for 35
conquest and enslavement,
practices of 35
Israeli discrimination against
Palestinians 20
Italy, adoptees in population of 125
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enumerations in 108
Japan
adoption policy in 125
imperialism and colonialism of
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influence of European racial theory
on 72
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Jefferson, Thomas 71, 81
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Latin America
Afro-Brazilian religious practices
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Andean practices 158–9
Aztec empire 38
blackness as transnational
construct 137
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bodily fluids, bodies shaped by 42
Brazil 150–5
casta paintings 41
castas (breeds or types) in 38–41
castizo (Spanish–mestizo
parentage) 41
censuses in, ‘ethnic’ enumerations
in 108
chola (acculturated indigenous
woman) in Andes 149,
158–9
‘choleric’ humour (yellow bile) 42
class and race 136
collective categorisation, colour as
basis for 39
Colombia 139–49
colonial regimes in, nature of 138
criollos (locally born people) 39, 41
cultural racism, examples from
126–30
demographic density in 44
domestic service in 149
elites in, status and 44
flexible bodies and natures 42–3
food, role in Spanish colonies 42–3
food practices, embeddedness of
race in ideas about 136–7
gender, mixture and regional
variation 43–5
genomic mixture, circulation of
images of 101
genomic research on mestizo
people in 100
genomics and racialising of
populations in 97–9
Guatemala 155–8
‘hijo de tigre sale pintado’ (the son of
a tiger comes out striped) 119
Iberians in, attitudes of 46
immigration, white and non-white,
issues of 136

immigration restrictions, lifting
of 113
imperial culture, inquisitors
and 41
Inca empire 38
indios (indigenous peoples)
categorisation as 39
enslavement of 38–9
interbreeding in 38
limpieza de sangre (cleanliness of
the blood) 41
Marxist theories of class and race
136
mestizaje, domestic service and 149
mestizaje (‘mixture’ of origins,
peoples and cultures) in 138–9
mestizaje (sexual and cultural
mixture) 40
mestizo people in, genomic
research on 100
mestizo (white–indigenous parentage) 38, 39, 40, 43, 44, 45
Mexican Inquisition 40
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union) 40, 41
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national identity, attempts to build
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negro, categorisation as 40
New Granada (Colombia),
classificatory practices in 40
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offspring of 44–5
phlegmatic natures 42
places as connected 137–8
populations in, racialising of 97–9
populations in, responsibility for
racialising of 99–100
race in Andes communities 158–9
racial categories 46–7
as relational 135
racial divide in, bodies and 43
racial identities in, definitional
difficulties on 138
racial practices as relational 135–7
raza cósmica (a ‘cosmic’, mixed
race), concept of 138
raza (race) in 38–41
regional patterns of gendered
mixture 46
sexual relations between
Europeans and indigenous
peoples 100
similarities with South Africa and
United States 190
slave trade in 56
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